The level of violence in the National Hockey League (NHL) reached its highest point in 1987 and has reduced somewhat since then, although to levels much larger than before the first team expansions in 1967. Using publicly available information from several databases 1996-2007, the incentives for violence in North American ice hockey are analyzed. We examine the role of penalty minutes and more specifically, fighting, during the regular season in determining wages for professional hockey players and team-level success indicators. There are substantial returns paid not only to goal scoring skills but also to fighting ability, helping teams move higher in the playoffs and showing up as positive wage premia for otherwise observed low-skill wing players. These estimated per-fight premia, depending on fight success ($10,000 to $18,000), are even higher than those for an additional point made. By introducing a "fight fine" of twice the maximum potential gain ($36,000) and adding this amount to salaries paid for the team salary cap (fines would be 6.7% of the team salary cap or the average wage of two players), all involved would have either little or no incentives to allow fighting to continue.
Background
The economic literature concerning incentives in professional ice hockey is relatively sparse. There are some papers concerning salary determination and the role of discrimination between English and French speaking hockey players in Canada as found in Longley (1995) or with respect to strategic behavior (shirking) by players once having signed a long-term contract as in Grabowiecki (2008) . However, once on the ice, hockey players may have incentives to break official ice hockey rules with the explicit aim of achieving specific performance goals, as shown in Jones, Nadeau, and Walsh (1997) . Violence has always been an integral part of the game of ice hockey. However, what does violence in hockey really have to do with a modern multi-million dollar industry that relies on healthy players performing so that stadium tickets (see Jones, Ferguson, and Stewart (1993) ) and television cable/payper-view/rebroadcast rights can be sold, player endorsed merchandise sold and hockey fans being entertained? Some limited violence is seen as "letting of steam" by fans, players and owners, whereas other spectacular incidents have seen career-ending injuries or even criminal charges being laid against the antagonists have been publicly condemned. Even the old Canadian adage as to "why the ice hockey rink surface is white" 1 gives a hint as to the role of violence in the professional sport.
Some suggest that as early as 1955 when Bill Warwick and his brothers Grant Warwick and Dick Warwick with their aggressive hockey style won the World Championship for Canada as the "Penticton Vees" against the Soviet Union, that tastes for rougher and more violent hockey were in general developing amongst hockey fans. However there may be other, more economic motives, such as enforcement and protecting the teams' investment in human capital of prize (and expensive) players. A first example for these strategic motives can be found in 1944 when Bob "Killer" Dill was put on the ice with the purpose of attacking Maurice "Rocket" Richard, perhaps the best player in the game at the time, indicating that violence was being used strategically. These practices were refined and continued until more recent times. Whilst the hockey legend (and highly paid) Wayne Gretzky played for the team Edmonton Oilers in the 1980's, his team-mate Marty McSorely effectively acted as his enforcer, protecting Gretzky from other teams' fouls (and potential injury) and allowing Gretzky to score many goals. Very rarely was Gretzky himself involved in penalties or violent behavior; however his teammate
McSorely was all the more involved and was eventually suspended from the league. According to Official Rules of the National Hockey League (2007) , more than half of the rules deal with on-ice penalties, their severity and their types (physical, restraining, stick and other fouls). The severity of penalties typically reflects the potential harm done to the victim of the foul. The minimum assessment for on-ice penalties is two minutes. During such time, the offending player is required to leave the ice for this time period without another player taking his place. This is clearly a detriment to his team, as with one player fewer on the ice compared to the other team, the offending team is at a disadvantage and more likely to have a goal scored against them. More severe penalties, such as fighting, start with five minutes, with an even greater chance of having a goal scored against the offending side, but are open ended to include multiple match suspensions or even complete disbarment. In an attempt to curb bench-clearing brawls (in which all players leave the benches and fight each other), the penalties for fighting were increased to include game suspensions and fines in 2005 for fights taking part in the last 5 minutes of play. Levitt (2002) and Heckelman and Yates (2003) examine the role of additional referees in enforcing NHL rules. In the 1999-2000 hockey season, some games were officiated by two referees, rather than the usual one referee. It was thought that with the additional referee, there would be additional enforcement potential and an increased deterrent effect. However, using IV estimation, Heckelman and Yates (2003) show that the number of referees indeed does not affect the number of infractions committed. They conclude that most infractions (penalties) are "accidental or retaliatory in nature" and "more analogous to a crime of passion than a calculated benefit-cost analysis performed by a rational criminal". Levitt (2002) comes to a similar conclusion. Jones, Nadeau, and Walsh (1997) use only information from the 89-90 hockey season but do not have explicit information on fight behavior, but rather only penalty minutes in general. They attempt to cluster players into "enforcers" and "non-enforcers" using variables correlated with fighting, whilst having no information on fighting itself. They conclude that "enforcers" have significantly different coefficients in a wage regression, and are paid lower than otherwise expected salaries, due to their lack of bargaining power.
At the player level, players who engage in violent behavior do so at risk to themselves. The player can "win" a fight in such a manner that the "fight winner" does more damage to the "fight loser" than is true in reverse. Fight-ing outcomes are not certain and there is a percentage of the time that even good fighters lose. Thus one might think of paid "enforcers" as having a role in protecting the very good players by fighting and winning in addition to taking on the risk of fighting and losing. Also, on a more general level, do fights (won, lost or neither) improve the chances of the team in reaching the playoffs or winning the championship? The empirical question is whether fighting is rewarded at all, and if so, is winning the fight rewarded differently than losing. One might think of the potential wage premium for winning fights as simply a reward for doing what they are paid to do, with little personal costs to the fighter. However, when the fighters lose, it is often at great personal risk of injury, and must be compensated financially. The literature for compensating wage differentials is summarized, among others, by Hamermesh and Wolfe (1990) and Purse (2004) . In a study analyzing work related accidents, Meng (1989) finds positive and significant wage premia for working in risky industries in Canada. While the risk of death on the job in ice hockey is extremely rare, the risk of personal injury in a fight is immediate.
While most of previously done work on compensating wage differentials focuses on fatal injuries, the situation for non-fatal injuries is different. Lucas (1977) and Olson (1981) find significant wage effects for working under extreme/dangerous conditions in cross-sectional analyses, which were moderated to some extent by personal and demographic characteristics. As workers choose their jobs not only because of monetary compensation but also according to their individual preferences. The paid wage premium is directly linked to the accident frequency and accident severity. Difference in risk premiums can occur because of (1) different worker characteristics lead to different risk-producing qualities, (2) different wage premiums for the same risk. Additional work by Dorsey and Walzer (1983) shows that the amount of compensation depends on the extent to which the employer is liable for the workplace risk. To address these issues, we will control for individual player and team fixed effects.
Using a unique data base of players in National Hockey League (NHL) teams 1996-2007, and a team level database for all NHL teams 1967-2005, we examine the role of penalty minutes and more specifically, fighting, in determining wages for professional hockey players and team-level success indicators. As players' wages, personal attributes and success indicators in the NHL are effectively public knowledge, we can quite readily determine whether compensating differentials are paid for fighters, or whether the "bad boys" are effectively punished monetarily. Also we can analyze whether teams with high levels of penalty minutes or fighting behavior are more successful in reaching the championship. The aim of this is paper is to analyze the role of on-the-ice violence as a characteristic of the work environment in which professional hockey players are gainfully employed. There appears to be some new evidence to suggest that player behavior with respect to fouling and using violence at the team or player level is more strategic than otherwise previously thought.
Empirical Application
The data was gathered from a variety of online resources. The main resources were the "HockeyDB Project", "Drop Your Gloves" and "Hockey Fights" 2 websites on the internet. These sites are supported by hockey fans and collect data from various sources, including the NHL Player's Association, newspapers and official league statistics. Figure 1 shows the average level of total team penalty minutes per season and its development over time. Penalty minutes increased from around 750 in 1967 to about three times that figure at the peak of violent behavior in the NHL in 1987. After which, the total penalty minutes has been effectively in decline to around 1200 in 2005. At the same time, there have been distribution changes in penalty minutes. As the number of teams steadily increased through several league expansions, penalty minute dispersion increased as well, as seen in Figure 2 . Now examining the average number of fights that teams were involved with, as shown in Figure 3 , and the respective distributions in Figure 4 , we see the peak in 1987 with a maximal amount in variation, slowly reducing in 2005 to about half of the peak level of 1987 and a distinct tightening of the variance. It is difficult to identify the reason for the peak in 1987 and the substantial reduction ever since. However in January 1988, for the first time, a player had criminal charges pressed against him and was convicted, spending one day in jail and fined $1,000
3 . This might have acted as a trigger, prompting players to reduce flagrant violence, as it was now seen to be riskier with respect to criminal consequences.
The data is particularly interesting as, in addition to team success and salary information, it contains a collection of objective indicators, such as goals scored, assists made, an on-ice plus-minus real time indicator, number of fights and total penalty minutes and subjective success indicators such as whether one actually "clearly won" the fights that one was involved in. The informational content of subjective indicators is well documented in economics such as in Winkelmann and Winkelmann (1998) , DiTella, MacCulloch, and Oswald (2001) and Frijters, Haisken-DeNew, and Shields (2004) .
At the team level, the outcome variable is how successful the team was during each season by surviving at least to the: playoffs, quarter finals, semi finals, finals and having won the Stanley Cup championship. We have the regular season percentage of games won, number of points, number of fights, and number of fights "clearly won".
At the team level, we use a series of conditional logit models taking team fixed effects (α j ) and season fixed effects (δ t ) into account:
where L jt is interpreted as the j'th team having in time t reached a certain playoff level or above: (a) having at least reached the playoffs, (b) having at least reached the quarter finals, (c) having at least reached the semi finals, (d) having at least reached the finals and (e) having won the championship. In total, we run 5 conditional (binary) logits (a)-(e), where X jt consists of information coming from the regular seasons only: total team goals scored, total team goals allowed in, percentage of games won. V jt contains a measure of violent behavior: one of total team penalty minutes, total team number of fights and total team number of fights won.
At the player level, we observe 2216 players (excluding goalkeepers), playing in 30 teams starting from the 1996/1997 season until 2007/2008. This amounts to a total of 9806 person-year observations. For 2056 observations salary data is missing/not available.
Our main model at the player level is a wage regression of the following form:
The dependent variable w is the salary (US$) of a player i, playing for team j in season t. We control for a vector of player specific variables X ijt containing the number of games played, the number of points scored in the previous seasons and his plus/minus-score of the previous season. The "Plus/Minus" statistic is a player statistic to measure the contribution of a single player to his team's performance. The score is increased by one if a team scores while a player is on the ice and the team is not in power play (the other team has a penalty). It is decreased by one if the player is on the ice and the team allows in a goal while it is not short-handed. Since 1968 the statistic is officially compiled by the NHL. V ijt contains a measure of violent behavior. In different specifications we test whether penalty minutes, fights, "fights won" and "fights not won" have significant effects on a players' salary. We control for year-specific effects, using a season dummy variable δ t . The specification includes an individual fixed effect (α i ) and a team fixed effect (α j ) to control for unobservable, time-constant characteristics of players and teams. The residual ε ijt is assumed to have the usual properties. In contrast to Jones, Nadeau, and Walsh (1997), we can control for player and teamspecific fixed effects in a panel setting and demonstrate that these matter for financial returns to fights. Table 2 summarizes the player level information. On average a player earns $1.5 million, has 2 fights and incurs 48 penalty minutes per season. Table 4 displays the results for the conditional logit regression, estimating the level of team success while controlling for team penalty minutes. As expected, goals for a team during the regular season are positive and significant in determining playoff success, however only for "getting into the playoffs". After which, the number of goals scored is not important. Similarly goals against is negative and significant up until the quarter finals and then becomes insignificant. Most important is the percentage of games actually won during the regular season, being positive and significant for all levels. The team penalty minutes is significant and positive for all levels at the quarter finals and above, indicating a strategic value for incurring penalties during the regular season.
Estimation Results
We focus next on Table 4 which runs the same estimations this time controlling for total teams fights. An almost identical pattern is found with respect to all of the standard success indicators as well as with fight behavior. Additional numbers of fights help in increasing the probability of advancing all the way to the championship finals, but do not increase the chance of winning the championship itself. That is reserved for the percentage of games won during the regular season. Finally, we examine the same models with a control for the number of fights that were clearly won by a team in Table 5 . At all team success levels (where significant), the coefficients are larger for "fights won" than simply for "fights". Not only does it improve the playoff chances of a team to fight, but also it pays to win these fights. We have run additional regressions with attendance and team net worth as dependent variables but found no impact of fighting and penalty minutes on average attendance or net worth.
On a similar note, we analyze wage determinants for individual players, taking into account the standard success indicators as well as indicators for penalty minutes, number of fights, number of fights won, and number of fights lost. Table 6 summarizes the wage regression results from using controls for player position, individual and group performance, and penalty minutes. We see that in the first four OLS specifications, the number of goals scored and the number of assists (points) is positive and significant. Points remain significant even when controlling for player unobserved heterogeneity. The plus/minus indicator is no longer significant when controlling for position and/or player fixed effects. However, throughout all specifications, penalty minutes are positive and significant. In the base panel regression with fixed-effects, we find that players earn a premium of $2,577 for each penalty minute they incur. When we disaggregate the effect by position in the last column, it appears that players who are centers (i.e. the key goal scorers) are the only ones to gain from penalty minutes with a wage premium of $4,783 per additional incurred minute.
We extend the same model to examine the effects of fighting behavior on wages in Table 7 . Here we see that in OLS regressions fights are only significant once disaggregating by position. When controlling for player fixed effects, on average, the number of fights are positive but insignificant (t = 1.7). However, disaggregating by position, the wing players receive a wage premium of $10,940 and thereby completely driving the result. The point to keep in mind here is that the wing player has a choice: he can either make an assist (1 point) and earn an additional $10,930 or half a goal and make the same (1 goal = 2 points), or have a fight and earn $10,940, which is even $10 more. Looking at the OLS results disaggregating by position, a wing player who fights has a wage penalty of $7,120. However controlling for his otherwise unobserved very poor characteristics (which he very likely exhibits, being an "enforcer") he in fact earns indeed a large positive wage premium of $10,940.
Entering into a fight is a risky proposition. One can "win", "tie" or "lose" a fight. We use the subjective information supplied by fans to control for skill and success in fighting. Table 8 displays the results for our standard player wage model when we control for "fights won". On average in OLS, a wing player who fights and wins the fights has an even larger wage penalty of $11,240. However, when controlling for fixed effects, a wing player who wins fights earns a wage premium of $18,135. This is almost as much as the wage premium for scoring another goal (2 points × $10,933). On average it clearly pays to fight and win, with the overall "fights won" effect being significant at $13,921 even when controlling for player fixed effects. What happens to players who do not achieve a "clean win"? In Table 9 we run the same wage regressions controlling for the number of fights either "tied" or "lost" as voted by hockey fans online. Under OLS, "fights not won" carries a premium of $15,077, however this is being driven by defense players. Wing players have a wage penalty of $8,978 if they fight and do not win. However when controlling for player fixed effects, these same wing players experience no longer a wage penalty but a wage premium of $11,993, completely driving the positive (yet not significant) overall result of $10,120. One must keep in mind that an additional fight (even not having won) for a wing player adds $11,993 to his annual wage, whereas an additional point in the form of an assist only fetches $10,925.
Clearly it is the case that there are enormous incentives for foul play and overt violence in the NHL at the team level, by increasing the chances of playoff success. At the individual player level, causing penalties (and thereby penalty minutes) are a strategic tool for centers. Fighting is a specialty of the wing players who earn substantial wage premia for this behavior. Not only is it important to fight in general, but also to win, with even higher wage premia for "winning" a fight. Perhaps one might argue that certain hockey players are trained especially to fight, and given the strategic incentive as a wing player to protect the star center player, this behavior can be explained. Thus these players are doing what they are trained to do, and presumably gain some personal pleasure themselves doing this (by revealed preference). However, no wing player goes into a fight on the ice hoping to lose, even though the wing player still has to protect his star center player as best he can. Therefore there is still a substantial compensating wage differential for fighting and not winning. This is consistent with the wing player showing loyalty to his team and star player and for that, the wing player is compensated by his team in the form of a wage premium.
This analysis gives rise to some interesting policy-relevant conclusions. Medical research suggests that most injuries in minor hockey is caused by legal violence, especially bodychecking, as explained in Hagel, Marko, Dryden, Couperthwaite, Sommerfeldt, and Rowe (2006). Tactics and behavior of professional players are often mimicked in the junior leagues, unfortunately this holds as well for violent and unfair behavior. One especially infamous incident was the unprovoked attack in March 2008 from Jonathan Roy, a junior hockey player, on Bobby Nadeau, goalkeeper of the opposing team, encouraged by his coach and father, the famous former professional NHL goalkeeper Patrick Roy. Both Patrick and Jonathan Roy were suspended for several games.
If one is interested in reducing such violence (at the junior and professional levels), economic theory suggests, that the incentives must be altered, in a way that it is no longer profitable for players in terms of additional wages and for teams in terms of increased success in the playoffs. On average, a team has 73 fights per year, corresponding to approximately two per player and year. If a "fight fine" were introduced which would would offset any possible gain to the player, i.e. the premium of $18,135 he might gain by "winning" the fight, this would imply a total of player fines in the amount of $1.3 million per team and year, c.p. At this point, even the best fighters would be indifferent to fighting. This is a substantial amount of money, as the average wage of a player during this time period is about $1.5 million.
Nonetheless, there are still team incentives to allow fighting even if a player were indifferent, such as reaching higher levels in the playoffs, receiving larger tickets sales and broadcast transmission rights etc for winning. Thus teams would still have an incentive to collude with the violent players and simply cover their fines. The amount of the fine would have to be at least as great as the marginal benefit to the team (the expected gain equals the fight contribution to added success multiplied by all additional revenues associated with winning). For argument's sake, by setting the fine at twice the wage premium for winning a fight, this would correspond to $2.6 million per team and year or $36,000 per fight. However, since 2005 there is a fixed team salary cap of $39 million.
4 For the fines to have their intended effect, the total fines assessed to violent players would have to be added to the salary cap, amounting to approximately 6.7% of total gross salaries, assuming the current level of fight behavior.
Conclusion
Violence and foul play are simply a fact of life in the National Hockey League, reflecting very much strategic considerations as opposed to merely "venting off steam". Using a unique data base of players in NHL teams 1996-2007, and a team level database for all NHL teams 1967-2005, we examine the role of penalty minutes and more specifically, fighting, during the regular season in determining wages for professional hockey players and team-level success indicators. There are substantial returns paid not only to goal scoring skills but also to fighting ability, helping teams move higher in the playoffs and showing up as positive wage premia for certain players.
We provide evidence for the proposition that observed low-ability wing players are paid a substantial wage premium to protect high-ability center players who can score goals. They do this by fighting with any other opposing player who threatens their star players, allowing the star player unfettered scoring possibilities. At the same time, they also try to intimidate the opposing center and wing players. For this the wing players are paid a premium of $10,940 for each fight. For an additional point (i.e. an assist), they are only paid a premium of $10,930. Further analysis shows, that it pays not only to fight but to win the fight. The wage premium for the wing fighter who "clearly wins" the fight is almost double ($18,135) than that for fighting but not winning ($11,993) , i.e. he is a "more effective" enforcer and more likely to protect the star player. However, both amounts are still greater than scoring another point (in the form of an assist) at around $10,925.
As we have consistently found significant OLS wage penalties for wing players based only on observed indicators, coupled with positive and significant wage premia for the same players, controlling for unobserved individual player heterogeneity (massive comparative advantages in fighting), we conclude that the main mechanism behind fights is strategic. Wing players specialize in fighting skills and have comparative disadvantages in scoring goals. Their observable characteristics are (comparatively) poor on average. Yet they still provide valuable services to the star players by protecting them and harassing the opposing team star players, all of which are beneficial to the own team. Not only are they paid additionally for this, the respective teams experience higher probabilities in achieving higher standings in the playoff rounds. This is not to say that all wing players are "enforcers". However, given the monetary and success incentives for using violence in the NHL, it seems unlikely that this kind of violence will disappear on its own, even given the downward trend in fights since the 1987-88 season.
To reduce fight violence in ice hockey, the incentives must be altered, so that it is no longer profitable for players to fight, in terms of additional wages and for teams in terms of increased success in the playoffs. Fines at the professional level should also have a trickle down effect, by reducing copying by amateur players at the junior levels of their professional heros. By introducing a "fight fine" of twice the maximum potential gain (2 x $18,000=$36,000 per fight) that a fighting player might gain and adding this amount to salaries paid for the team salary cap introduced in 2005 (fines would be 6.7% of the team salary cap or the average wage of 2 players), then all involved would have either little or no incentive to allow fighting to continue. Presumably, this would also have the added benefit of avoiding career-ending injuries due to wanton violence and improve the quality of play as it would no longer to pay to employ players explicitly for their fighting skills as opposed to goalscoring skills. 
